Join our monthly GDPR Bootcamps

PwC’s data protection experts are committed to supporting organisations through the provision of thought-leadership, educational programmes and networking fora, so they can be in the best position to the GDPR in May 2018.

As regulations become more stringent and people become more aware of their rights, organisations will need to be ready for challenges such as requests for personal data, complaints about data processing, regulatory investigations and compensation claims.

Our GDPR Bootcamp is a private environment for data protection leaders to come together to discuss their challenges, compare approaches and gain PwC’s insight into the interpretation of the law and how to operationalise its requirements.

What to expect

The GDPR Bootcamps are held monthly and you may attend either in person or via webinar.

The Bootcamps are free of charge, and attendees are provided with supporting literature such as slides, blogs, articles and legal materials, so that they have key learning at their fingertips when they return to their business environment.

Bootcamps can be arranged for individual clients at their own offices.

PwC is represented at the Bootcamps by members of its multi-disciplinary team, giving attendees immediate access to the full range of PwC’s expertise and experience.

Who should attend?

The Bootcamps are aimed at all people in the organisations with responsibility for the GDPR.

Attendees include business function representatives (such as Marketing, Human Resource, Information Security, Finance, Information Technology, etc.); risk and compliance professionals; auditors; data protection officers; and legal practitioners.

Representatives of the regulatory, political and academic communities attend to give specialist insight where that adds most value to our clients.
Previous topics
See the list of the most recent topics that we have discussed at the Bootcamps:

- ‘Article 29 Working Party – GDPR recent guidance: DPOs, DPIAs and Breach Notification’
- ‘Technology, the GDPR and regulators – Why technology is a critical focus of the legislative scheme and how regulators will react to technology failures’
- ‘Technology Gap Analysis – How to test whether your organisation can deliver on the new GDPR rights’
- ‘Litigation risk in using data in the post GDPR era – How the market for compensation claims is developing’
- ‘Personal Data Breach Notification – Why every organisation needs a rights and freedoms calculator’
- ‘Data Protection Bill and what it means for the UK and our adequacy as a third country after Brexit’
- ‘GDPR Framework Second Opinion – Nearing the point of no return, what should we do now, while we still have a little time left?’

Please email us at gdprbootcamps@uk.pwc.com for general enquiries, or if you want to receive the invite to our monthly Bootcamps.